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Late in 1991, the SAHPA conducted their annual event from Temora, almost 820km due east of Adelaide. Any
race from Temora is nearly always hard work, but it is more than that, for it is one of the finest selectors of those
pigeons who should go to the stock loft. The demands of the race determine that quality should reign.
When the first day of the 1991 Temora event came to an end, no pigeons had been reported. However, early
on the second day, Grant Patterson clocked a yearling hen to win her third Association position for the year, and
win the prestigious event. Thirty seconds behind the winner came the late John Pryor’s hen to register second
placing. It was no surprise that it took a further ninety minutes before the third placegetter was recorded. Similarly,
it was no surprise that she had also flown to the Pryor loft. What became evident as the day unfolded was that
something phenomenal had occurred. The sires of the first three birds had shared the same mother, the famous
Lot 60 from Allen Goodger ‘s sale. Two of the cocks were full brothers. Each of the three cocks were wonderful
breeders, but it was the blue chequered cock SA-82-11829, sire of the third placegetter, which was on the way
to becoming the patriarch of the most famous loft in South Australia at the time: that of John Pryor. Why mention
11829? Well in 1997, the SAHPA contested a race from the eastern racepoint of Coleambally, 660km from
Adelaide. John won the event and finished second and third as well. The three sires of the three placegetters
were brothers. Their father was a great grandson of 11829, while their mother was a granddaughter of 11829.
It was the classic auntie-nephew mating, but it was even more than that, because the above story couldn’t be
invented, for nobody would believe it. But the records are there for examination. It did happen, and the
descendants are still in full flight.
This is the story of the phenomenon which was Allen Goodger, and doesn’t overlook the contribution of his
devoted wife Doris. Many of Allen’s friends have paid tribute to the significant role Doris played in their racing
success, but it was Allen who was the breeder, and when his life was taken, far too young, he left a loft of birds
at their absolute zenith, and probably still in a stage of ascendancy. How can we know this? There were three
young hens in the catalogue which were to become famous breeding hens, with Lot 60 being just one of them.
She was the winner of a very minor event, and when sold on August 15th 1982 was just a four-year-old. Her
champion mother, the winner of a difficult two-day race from Nundroo (687km) was just one year older.
Meanwhile, her red chequered yearling daughter, SA-81-494, would go to Bill Walford’s loft and become the
prepotent breeding hen both Allen and Bill had already predicted she’d become. If Allen had lived another ten
years he would have re-written the record books on his own. Nevertheless, they were to be re-written anyway
by those who took these birds home on that August day in 1982. Articles on pigeon racing generally need to
comprise something that’s either ‘interesting’ or ‘informative,’ and preferably both. This story qualifies on both
counts because the Goodger dynasty continues unabated, but more important than that, it offers examples to the
racing pigeon fraternity regarding the way in which one of the greatest Australian families of racing pigeons was
put together and maintained...... and then passed so successfully into the hands of others.
Why is Allen Goodger held in such high regard, even today, twenty-three years after his death? The reasons
go beyond his fine family of racing pigeons. His racing wins don’t stand in comparison to those of Keith Wickham
or John Pryor. Between 1967 and 1981 he won the SAHPA’s Aggregate once (a result shared with the late
John Pryor), and finished second twice. He won eight SAHPA races, more than most, but nowhere near what
either Wickham or Pryor achieved: both men won more than double that amount. Several other South Australians
have won more than eight SAHPA races. No, it wasn’t the number of races won – it was more that Allen was
always accessible to anyone, and so were his wonderful pigeons, and at a working-man’s price. He was an
admired administrator within his club and the SAHPA and a genuinely ‘good bloke.’ And some of his pigeons won
difficult events by large margins. Allen’s pigeons transferred so easily and so successfully into other lofts, and as
a consequence many fanciers enjoyed success with them. He preferred to compete with hens, as of course did
Keith Wickham. He was a demanding trainer of his pigeons, and an overcast sky was unlikely to deter him from
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sending them to a planned toss. The  birds could be bought for modest prices, and would produce spectacular
results. Those fanciers who profited from introducing  pigeons in South Australia alone are too numerous to
mention.... and that was before the sale which preceded his untimely death. Upon dispersal the birds averaged
$241 each, a large sum in 1982. After his sale came the real explosion. They were simply so good, for so many,
for so long....and still are. When I told Doris Goodger recently that the top prices at a recent sale in Melbourne
were for two pigeons with nothing but Goodger bloodlines in them, she was amazed. When I told her that those
top prices were $3,500 and $3,000 she thought it incredulous. However those who knew the man and his
pigeons don’t find it astounding at all.
Were they a strain? Yes they most definitely were. South Australian fancier Vin Blanden, was one of pigeon
racing’s greatest ambassadors - generous, studied, helpful, insightful, and well deserving of the SAHPA’s
honour in having his photograph on their ‘Wall of Fame,’ near those of Allen and fellow champions. It was
Blanden who wrote an article title ‘The Goodger Strain’ many years ago, which read in part: Before a new strain
earns the right to be given it’s maker’s name, it should prove itself by performance over several years.
Families of real value are those which not only perform well for their creator under his method of management
but for others who train and race their birds using different systems. It is even more valuable when it can be used
to advantage as a cross to infuse vitality into other inbred strains. The Goodger strain has been put to the test and
there is no doubt that it more than merits its distinction. (Source: Newspaper item: The Goodger Strain, by
Vin Blanden. Circa 1975. The article appears on the SAHPA’s excellent website). Similarly, in an article
regarding the breeding of the famous Elliott hen, Allen described his own pigeons thus: “I always regarded that
these were now Allen Goodger breed.”
Allen had always been a good fancier, and was considered to be a fine selector of pigeons. He had started with
the Blanden pigeons, and had developed his ‘Maryborough-Family’ which raced with great success to about
seven hundred kilometres. Beyond that distance they were uncompetitive. All this changed in 1964, when Allen
began a search for pigeons which would toughen his existing family so that they could compete favourably in the
longer events. In the SAHPA, that’s where the real prestige lay. Men like Doug Green, Keith Wickham, Bruce
Baulderstone, Ron Eitzen, Henry Ford, Colin Hawke and company, earned their stripes at those longer
distance events. I well remember calling at Colin Hawke’s residence around 1960 after he’d recently finished 3rd

in the SAHPA from Benalla with a young cock - on a day of ninety six degrees Farenheit: the old measure! That’s
what Allen was up against. Simultaneous with this search was the arrival of a pair of pigeons which Colin Elliott
duly delivered to the  loft. Allen didn’t care for them at all, and was delighted when the young cock was lost off the
roof. The hen was rung SA-64 16016, and as a youngster was sent to Oodnadatta, 867km. As a two-year-old
she raced to Finke (1100km) and won 17th SAHPA. Allen was still unimpressed, suggesting that she ‘probably
followed something better home.’ Someone else remembered Allen’s assessment that ‘she wasn’t worth two-
bob!’ The next year she went to Finke again and won 19th SAHPA, and this called for a reassessment of the hen
he didn’t particularly like. Regarding her origination, there are about five different stories which are quite similar,
but not the same. We can be certain that her sire came from Vic Pape, and was either an older Harrison cock
from Fred Williams in Melbourne, or a son of that cock. The dam was believed by those closest to Allen to have
come from the loft of Kurt Stegeman. Colin Elliott would jest with Kurt that his pigeons were so large that at the end
of the season he must surely eat them! Bill Walford believed her to be a Stassart, while Alan Thede and Grant
Paterson believed her to be Black-Diamond Jurion. Either way, the pair bred something absolutely special. And
that’s as good an explanation of the Elliott hen as we can offer. What was behind her was solid: what was in front
of her was phenomenal! Why Allen didn’t like her isn’t immediately clear, although its fair to say that she was no
beauty. Jim Marafiote recalled Allen telling him that she was somewhat ‘wild’ in the loft, a trait he didn’t particularly
like. She did have one redeeming feature upon which many people with whom I spoke commented: her
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outstanding eye. Allen was no follower of eyesign, but those who remember this hen well remember her as
having ‘a stunning eye’..... whatever the case, it carried her home competitively from two 1100km races in good
time, and enabled her to become a fabulous breeder – not so much of racing pigeons, (though her immediate
children won 6th Morundah 700km, 9th Finke 1100km, and 13th Temora 820km) but of stock pigeons,…. and
outstanding ones at that. Whatever she was to achieve, the ‘ Goodger Family’ as we understand it today, dates
from the day this rather plain champion hen entered the stockloft. She went to the stockloft following her second
success from Finke, and within two years had begun the process of turning Allen from being a good fancier into
a great fancier. When she was just five years old, her granddaughter SA-68-13716 won 2nd position from
Oodnadatta (867km) in a difficult event when only six birds homed by the end of the second day. .... and then
became a prepotent hen on a similar scale to her grandmother. Some would say she was even better. She
began by breeding the Tarcoola winner when paired to her uncle, a direct son of the Elliott hen.
This young cock had taken twelve months to complete his one and only race from Keith, 200km. Alan Thede
chided Allen about using him in the breeding loft, but Allen  was unrepentant, simply saying “There’s something
about him I like.” In the stockloft this son of the Elliott Hen was a totally different prospect, and after producing the
Tarcoola winner, he was to breed an SAHPA Oodnadatta winner when paired to another hen. However it was
this uncle-niece mating with 13716 which truly fixed in place the family for years to come. Here’s why. The table
on the next page shows the descent from the Elliott Hen to the famous lot 60: When the Elliott hen was seven
years old, another granddaughter, SAD-71-22703 came into being, and won the SAHPA’s event from Cook,
903km against 2151 birds.... and won it by more than two hours! It was as astounding as it was outstanding,
audacious in its breathtaking thrashing of a field of the best that the Adelaide lofts had to offer at the time. The
famous ‘Cook-Winner’ would enter stud while her famous grandmother, 16016, was still in full production.
Suddenly Allen found that he had a number of good birds capable of winning major events at long distances, and
more importantly, the luxury of knowing that they brought with them an amazing ability to breed-on. The following
birds are shown in detail to outline just what was happening in the  breeding loft. Our first two examples are those
of two excellent birds Allen bred in 1968 – a cock and a hen. First, the cock SAD-68-13661 shows the
construction of a ‘champion producer of producers.’ He’s important for a number of reasons, but primarily to
show what a typical  pedigree looked like at that time. There’s no mention of the Elliott Hen, because she had just
commenced her stud career. This is the ‘Old-Family’... the ‘Maryborough Family.’ Keep in mind that Allen had
won three times from Maryborough (540km) within the SAHPA. But his birds couldn’t go much further at that time:
Pedigree 1: BCC SA-68-13661 “Champion Producer of Producers” Sire of 4th Benalla (690km), 4th

Cobar (770km). 9th Maree.G/GSire of 1st Alice Springs 1320km, and 1st Madura 1216 for Jack Metcalfe.
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Please Note: All pedigrees shown have been sourced directly from Allen’s actual breeding books.
Note the background to the birds, each ancestor coming from top Adelaide lofts. The Delsar hen 10920 was
sired by a cock which had won 2nd SAHPA Forest, 1040km, so that demonstrates what sort of pigeons Allen was
bringing home. His Maryborough-Family couldn’t do that – yet! Note the distance of the successes: 4th and 16th

Benalla (690km), 6th, 17th Oodnadatta (867km), Maree (600km)...... nice successes, but not yet the higher level
at which Allen wanted to compete more successfully. Let’s take a look at that red chequered cock, the sire of
13661, because he appears again in the following pedigree of a hen hatched in the same year as 13661, but
with the influence of the Elliott Hen added:
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Here seems to be the first step along the path to the top for Allen. First, in finishing second in a 500-miler where
only six birds had homed by the end of the second day, Allen had found a bird that now measured up to his
expectations. This was the level at which he’d sought to be competitive, and in fact, he never looked back
thereafter.
Bill Walford, a longtime clubmate and friend of both Allen and Doris, told me that he considered this hen to be the
family ‘matriarch’ rather than the Elliott Hen. “You only see a few that have her quality racing or breeding,” Bill
told me. “And she had the best producer’s eye I’ve ever seen.” She was something absolutely special, though
very small, and very tame. Allen referred to her as being as big as ‘a sparrow’s fart:’ She was tiny! Grant
Paterson remembered that you could enter the loft and ‘stroke her like you would a pet cat.’ She died when
twenty-three years of age, long after her gruelling second-day race which had been the initial indication of her
worth. When she died it was recorded: “Tame Pied hen SAD-68-13716 aged 22 years. Died Friday 16th

February 1990 between 1pm and 1.30pm.” Only special pigeons attract that sort of regard. Note that the red
chequered 12414 was mated to the Elliott Hen to produce the sire of 13716..... that’s really the ‘Old-Family’ meets
‘the new girl on the block’. The dam’s side is the predictable ‘Old-Family, with 13716’s dam winning 17th and 24th

Maryborough.... nice results, but Allen wanted to do better than that. Once the Elliott hen entered the scene the
birds were able to compete at a much higher level of intensity. They now had a toughness about them which had
been lacking earlier.
I was interested to attend a squeaker sale recently where the auctioneer questioned a youngster with the red
colouring. “I didn’t know there were any ‘Red Goodgers’!” he uttered questioningly. In fact there were many red
pigeons within the  loft at one time or another. There were sixteen reds and two mosaics in Allen’s
1982 sale. Note also the sire of 13716’s dam – the gay pied cock from Vin Blanden, SA-62 10961...
here you have the combination of the reds and the pieds in full force. 13716 would produce myriad
prizewinners, but it was two particular children who would set the family alight:
First, her son hatched in 1975, 43549 (Lot 21 in Allen ‘s sale). More, much more, about him later.
Secondly: In 1970, 13716 (a granddaughter of the Elliott hen), was mated to a direct son of the Elliott
Hen hatched in the same year as herself. It was the classic Uncle-Nephew mating, but became
important because this linebreeding to the Elliott Hen seems to have been the foundation
for the ‘ Family’ as we know it today. Their daughter would win the SAHPA’s event from Tarcoola
608km, but thereafter fulfil an even more important bridging-task for the family. First, her pedigree:

Pedigree 2 BCPH SAD-68-13716 2nd SAHPA Oodnadatta, 867km (only six birds home after 2 days)
Reference ‘B’ Ace Producer Hen.
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Pedigree 3 BCPH SAD-70-16063 Won 1st SAHPA Tarcoola

The Tarcoola winner would become important for one major reason beyond her Association success:
her daughter SAD-75-43596 would win 7th SAHPA Nullabor 814km (again confirming the new
distance capabilities of the family). Then this daughter would produce the magnificent racing and
breeding hen SA-77-41299, winner of 1st SAHPA Nundroo, 687km, a difficult race where she was
clocked on the second day to beat 2767 birds, and the long-distance capabilities of the ‘New-Family’
were confirmed yet again. The Nundroo winner was to be owned in her later life by Jim Marafiote,
and she proved to be an ace stock hen for him. Jim had long been the recipient of excellent pigeons
from Allen, and had also received top class birds from Jack Metcalfe to mate with them. There was a
correlation between the Goodger-Metcalfe lofts through the influence of 13661 (see Pedigree 1) and
others. The Nundroo winner left numerous winners (her granddaughter won 1st SAHPA Gilgandra
1000km for Jim when clocked after 10pm on the day of release) and placegetters .... yet it was one
particular daughter she’d produced for the Goodger sale which was to become known throughout
Australia, simply described as ‘Lot 60.’ Then, from the mating of a granddaughter of the 2nd Oodnadatta-
hen to a son of the Elliott hen came something very special: The Cook Winner.
If we were ever asked to select the absolute racing ‘jewel’ in the Goodger crown, then this hen would probably
be the ‘chosen-one.’ Cook is located to the west of Adelaide, one of the last stops on the railway line before the
West-Australian border. To fly home in a straight line required the racebirds to cross two substantial waterways:
Spencer Gulf and then Gulf of St Vincent. First they had to negotiate about 100km across Spencer Gulf, followed
by about 70km across York Peninsula, then another 60km waterway as they crossed the Gulf of St Vincent. This
was a dangerous final approach to Adelaide for tired birds, and probably helps to explain why the SAHPA no
longer use this route. But let’s examine the ‘shape’ of the race.
First, the Cook winner was clocked at 6.58am on the second day. The next bird was clocked more than two
hours later. So where was she overnight? She couldn’t have perched anywhere in either of the Gulfs, so had
she in fact reached Adelaide on the day of release? The second possibility is that she’d flown during the night.
The third proposition is that the remainder of the birds had come on a trajectory north of Adelaide, a behaviour
that wasn’t uncommon with west-line races, particularly if there was a southern component to the wind direction.
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Pedigree 4 BCPH SAD-71-22703 1st SAHPA Cook 903km

This enabled them to negotiate a route which considerably narrows the width of the two gulfs..... thus increasing
their safety, whilst leaving this hen alone to fly alone on a more direct route. And alone she must have been....
and for a considerable period of time.
Whatever the answer, the win by this hen was a phenomenal effort. She had a terrific pedigree, but more than
that she had something special going for her: she was a motivated hen! But motivated by what? The simple
answer is that 22703 loved her owner! She would coo to Allen any time he entered the loft. If he bent over she’d
land on his back! She was exceptionally tame. And on top of her racing aptitude she became that rarest of gifts:
an influential producer hen.
She was also a granddaughter of the Elliott hen, proving again that this dual 1100km performing matriarch had
stiffened the resolve of the New-Family as opposed to the Old-Family. However, it was better than that: she was
indeed a granddaughter of the Elliott Hen - her sire was a son of that famous hen, and his father was also a
grandson of the Elliott hen. That’s a similar doubling-up pedigree (in reverse) to the Tarcoola winner. In the
‘Cook Winner’, and the ‘2nd Oodnadatta Hen’, Allen had two tough race-hens, and once within the stockloft they
significantly increased both the capacity and character of the New Family.
It is interesting to note that coming in to the pedigree was a red chequered cock, one of the birds Allen acquired
in that search during 1964 for tougher pigeons: the ‘Henry Ford Cock’ SA-64-23864. He was to become very,
very important, and the story of how Allen came by the ‘Ford cock’ is worth retelling.
Henry Ford was a key fancier within the SAHPA, being one of those competitors who relished the distance
events in the days when the SAHPA required that members had to produce their pigeon as well as their clock.
Henry would often come into the clubrooms with his clock pigeon plus five others... and would probably have
twenty home when others had struggled to get any birds home.
Allen Goodger was employed as a foreman carpenter at the time, and didn’t have a lot of money to spend on
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pigeons, and didn’t believe pigeons should cost much anyway. One day he called on Henry Ford to purchase
a young cock. Henry selected and showed three birds to Allen, one of them being a washy red chequered cock,
bred from the ‘Milky cock’ and a hen which had produced 2nd Benalla, 5th Maryborough, and 8th & 15th Junee.
Allen couldn’t choose between them, and wisely allowed Henry to make the choice. Henry claimed that the red
chequered cock’s family had ‘never let him down’, and soon the washy red chequered cock was in Allen’s
hands. After leaving the loft the two men walked toward the back door of Henry’s house, at which stage Allen
courteously asked of Henry, ‘Do I owe you anything for him?’
It was a question of convenience, usually met with a firm ‘No!’ because that’s how pigeons usually changed
hands in those days. However Henry was to ask Allen for ten pounds for the cock, an amount way above
anything Allen ever expected to pay for a pigeon, especially considering the wage he would have been earning
at the time. Allen quietly paid, took the cock home, and consistently complained about the price he’d had to pay
for the rest of the year, to everybody’s disdain. Late the following year, Allen clocked three hens after dark in a
difficult SAHPA event from Benalla. Prior to leaving for the club, he took a torch to the loft and saliently learned that
they were the three daughters of the ‘Ford Cock’ bred during the previous breeding season.
“Suddenly his complaining stopped,” Alan Thede told me. “He now considered the cock to be worth ever penny
he’d paid. He was later loaned to Fred Delsar and bred him his SAHPA Morundah winner.”
But the acquisition of the ‘washy red chequered cock’ is interesting for other reasons also. Champion SAHPA
fancier Keith Wickham often said that ‘when you lose your reds, you lose your family.’ One of the instantaneous
things noticeable about the Goodger family is their quality of feather, for they are generally very silky birds.
What’s more they are commonly pied. The three key hens 13716 (2nd Oodnadatta), 22703 (1st Cook), and
1593 (Lot 60) all carried white markings. They hadn’t received this from the Elliott Hen, because she carried
nothing better than a tick-eye. However, there were several pied, and some gay pied birds in their ancestry.
Colour doesn’t seem to have bothered Allen at all.
There was an easily traced use of red pigeons, particularly in the male, incoming lineage. Some are as follows:
*RCC SA-78-1593 (Lot 59, Allen  sale), was the sire of 2nd SAHPA Boorooban, and was mated to Lot 60 to
produce the ace red chequered stock hen SA-81-494 which proved a great producer for Walford and others.
*RCC SA-64-23864 (The Ford cock) sired 15991, 20th Tarcoola and thereafter the dam of the Cook hen.
*RCC SAA-66-12414, sire of the ‘Champion producer of Producers’ (SA-68-13661). When 12414 was mated
to the Elliott hen, he produced:
*RCC SAD-67-8484, sire of ace race/producer hen 13716 (2nd Oodnadatta).
*RCC SA-74-50643, son of Harold Webber’s famous ‘Ref ‘A’ and ‘Ref C’. He bred Allen ‘s elite Nundroo winner.
50643’s brother bred Harold’s 1st SAHPA Bathurst, a most difficult event with the winner’s flying time being in
excess of nineteen hours.
In the 1982 sale catalogue, we can see that two of the pigeons Allen had borrowed for his final breeding season
were a mealy cock from Bill Verco, and the other a red cock from Peter Arriola.... and there were sixteen red
pigeons in the sale. It allows an observer to wonder if they weren’t deliberately utilised for their propensity to
produce silkily feathered pigeons.... especially when you consider the following: both the Nundroo winner
(41299) and the 2nd Oodnadatta Hen (13716) were daughters of red cocks, and, both the Cook winner, and
Lot 60 were granddaughters of red cocks. Accidental?
The case of the Nundroo winner allows us one further look at Allen’s breeding plan, because it seems that this
might just be where John Pryor formulated his oft-stated breeding pattern. Let’s go back to the Tarcoola winner,
SAD-70-16063, whose sire was a son of the Elliott Hen, while her mother (the 2nd Oodnadatta hen) was a
granddaughter of the Elliott hen.... that’s concentrated linebreeding (uncle-niece) to the foundation hen of the
New-Family – the Elliott hen.
Now Allen reached for an outcross, and chose the young cock he’d purchased at a squeaker sale. He was a
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full brother to the remarkable cock with which Bill Verco had won 2nd SAHPA Nundroo (687km). Let’s take a look
at the shape of that particular race, because what was written earlier about the birds participating in races from
the west often coming into Adelaide from a northerly aspect. Bill lived due west of the Adelaide CBD, and was a
short-flyer in the race. His cock recorded second position, but what made the performance noticeable was Bill’s
awful loft location, and the fact that he had four of his five entries in good time. It was a spectacular performance,
easily recognised by Allen Goodger, who duly purchased the cock’s brother at an auction of squeakers.
The young cock Allen had purchased, and his 2nd Nundroo winning brother, were bred from ‘The Eagle,’ a
particularly large cock. When I enquired of Bill why he’d even kept such a large bird he instantly replied: “Well,
you would have too if he’d won four or five races for you.” He was a sprinter, and an excellent racebird,
however he would have to drop one wing in order to edge himself into the traps. His sire was a son of the
excellent ‘995,’ a 1952 bird, son of a Lester Logan cock from Bert Minerds when paired to the famous ‘Wort hen’
SA-44-2720, bred by Harold Taylor, and duly containing the best of the Bricoux-Sion blood brought into South
Australia prior to the War. The late Jim Todd once showed to me a photograph of the Wort hen, and her
extraordinary class was evident even from that unforgettable black and white depiction. 995 was also the sire
of Bill Verco’s BCH SAA-55-8892, a phenomenal racebird. She won seven club races before contesting and
winning 5th SAHPA Oodnadatta (870km) and 6th SAHPA Alice Springs (1320km). I made mention earlier of the
fact that Bill didn’t spare his pigeons. The dam of the young cock Allen purchased at the squeaker sale (and of
course his 2nd Nundroo winning brother at the Verco loft) was a hen which won 4th from Melbourne when only
eleven birds had homed to Adelaide by nightfall. She was a latebred hen with a full wing of nestflights at the time
of her success.
Bill was a small-team fancier, and known to absolutely resist sending a bird to any race unless it was fully fit. He
was meticulous in his selection of those chosen to go to any race, and quite often you could count on one hand
his entries in Association races. When he won 3rd SAHPA Finke (1100km), he’d only sent two birds. When he’d
won 2nd Nundroo he’d only sent five. His first bird homed at 4.25pm, then two arrived at 5.25pm, and another
at 5.40pm. Allen  couldn’t have gone to a better source for tough, clever, and beautifully bred stock.
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Furthermore, like Allen, Bill had a remarkably close relationship with his pigeons. “Allen could go to the loft and
they’d immediately coo to him.” Doris told me. Bill Verco could go near his loft and his birds would fly onto him.
Yet both men would unhesitatingly send these birds to the absolute distance with regular success.
Together Bill Verco’s 56922 and Allen ‘s Tarcoola winner (SAD-70-16063) produced a blue chequered hen
SA-75-43596, which duly won 7th SAHPA from Nullabor, 815km). The Verco cock was typical of the carefully
selected cocks Allen was bringing to the loft for outcrosses: close relationships with birds successful in long, difficult
events. Note the following cocks brought in:
*The Ford Cock, SA-64-23864, son of champion producing parents of many positions in long-distance events.
*The BCC SAA-62-10920, whose sire won 2nd SAHPA Forest, 1040km.
*The Smallacombe cock, SA-64-13655, son of 2nd SAHPA Junee, 816km.
A further cock was borrowed from Harold Webber, introduced to mate to the 7th Nullabor winning hen 43596,
daughter of Bill Verco’s cock 56922 and Allen ‘s linebred Tarcoola winner. This would be yet another outcross.
This red chequered cock SA-74-50643 was the son of Harold’s famous pair Ref ‘A’ and Ref ‘C’. This borrowed
cock’s brother bred the remarkable hen which won an extremely difficult SAHPA Bathurst event (1030km) by a
large margin, after almost twenty hours on the wing. This source could add further toughness to the family.
When this red cock borrowed from Harold Webber met with 43596, they produced a racing masterpiece in the
blue chequered SA-77-41299, winner on the second day of a difficult event from Nundroo, 687km against 2767
birds. If we can chart this pedigree (below), we’ll see that the influence of the linebred Tarcoola winner’s
membership of the ‘New-Family’ had been diminished by her mating to the unrelated Verco cock (outcross 1)
and then the mating of their daughter to the unrelated Webber cock (outcross 2).....what was Allen doing?
Well the Nundroo winner was then mated straight back into the New-Family...the black pied cock SA-77-5622,
a grandson of the Elliott hen, and hey presto – the fabulous Lot 60 arrived! To make it all a little easier to
understand, here’s a pedigree of Lot 60, with the outcrosses clearly shown: also note the number of references
to the Elliott hen:
Pedigree: Black Pied hen SA-78-1593 (The famous ace stock hen, ‘Lot 60’)
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The fact that Allen had produced two ‘hard’ champions (the 2nd Oodnadatta Hen: 2nd day, only 6 home from
867km), and the Cook winner: (2nd day, 903km winning by more than 2 hours), and that both of them were bred
on a similar pattern, (but not exactly the same way), from the Elliott hen provided their owner with incredible
options for the future. Eventually one of the greatest producer hens ever seen in South Australia or anywhere
else would appear, with a pedigree combining the incredible genetic qualities of these two outstanding racing
and breeding hens...... but she would never spend even one day at Allen’s loft. This family was now of such high
quality that it began to travel elsewhere, and the successes were so strong, and so common, that when illness
overtook Allen, fanciers from all over Australia joined a frenzy to get hold of the  champions and their progeny.
The prices paid were enormous at that time. The expectations were consequently high. The resulting dispersal
provided sensational results over many lofts throughout various states of this country.
Dispersal of the dynasty.
In 1982, at the dictate of Allen’s fatal illness, the great family of birds were sold. We can only imagine what it must
have felt like for Allen to see those birds taken away for sale. He was far too ill to attend. He knew before the sale
that people with large chequebooks were coming from all over Australia, and that the prices would be high. He
subsequently begged some close friends not to buy any, because they were going to be sold for ‘far more than
they were worth’.... and they duly sold for a great deal of money. Allen was concerned that ‘people had paid far
too much money’ for them. One of the purchases was Lot 21, SA-75-43549, a six year old cock which had bred
25th Nullabor. There was a lot more information to be known about the cock, and it might have increased his sale
prize even further. The catalogue showed him to be a son of Reference ‘B’, the ace stock hen SA-68-13716,
(2nd Oodnadatta-Hen), a granddaughter of the foundation Elliott Hen. What it didn’t show was that 43549’s sire
had won 10th from Benalla in the SAHPA, and was a direct son of another great hen: the fabulous Cook Winner,
also a granddaughter of the Elliott Hen. John Van Beers brought 43549 home to Victoria, and he began to build
his famous raceteam. The dam of John’s first VHA 1000km winner (a smash race) carried 43549 four times in
her immediate pedigree. However 43549 had left a daughter in Adelaide which would eventually be described
simply as a phenomenon. The Dynasty had gone to a dispersal sale on the August day. But it was to prove more
than a dispersal.... it was a diaspora, whereupon the influence and abilities of this famous family of pigeons
increased in their dominance.
Are there conclusions from which we can learn? The following deductions seem to be forthcoming
from a study of how Allen Goodger compiled this true family:
*Allen doesn’t seem to have been concerned with the color of pigeons. Pied and reds didn’t deter him in the
building of his family. His dispersal sale included sixteen reds plus two mosaics! Allen appears to have used them
without discrimination.
*He continually sought to introduce very good young stock, bred from champion producers or from top
performers in distance racing. Once in his loft they had to perform pretty quickly or they were discarded. He
dispensed with the excellent ‘Smallacombe cock’ after two years, a recognizable mistake, however he had the
high quality children with which to continue the line. You can’t keep them all, otherwise a stockloft soon becomes
overcrowded with aging birds. Allen was always searching to find the next young ace producer.
*A top class pigeon is worth paying good money to acquire. There are numerous examples of top pigeons
being purchased for significant amounts, and then when used intelligently and with patience, rewarding their
new owners handsomely. The Ford cock is such an example.
*Allen kept the average age of his stock birds low. Like many top fanciers, he maintained expectations of
success, and always looked for the next great breeder. A prepotent bird will usually produce within his/her first
two years in the stockloft. However, Allen didn’t eliminate ace breeders because they’d passed a certain age:
they could still produce superior stock for breeding purposes.
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*He linebred and inbred in order to establish the qualities within the family he was seeking to build. Allen mated
the Elliott hen to her own sons and grandsons. Her two champion granddaughters can be seen to have been
mated to sons of each other.
*Allen didn’t discard his original Maryborough family in order to get something better: he used that family as a
base, and augmented it by consistently bringing in superior long distance birds as mates.
*Allen Goodger built a family with longevity... it seems to be a certain sign of toughness in a family. Several of the
Goodger champions lived for more than twenty years.
*Allen was never afraid to contest the very long distance events. Consider this: would the Elliott hen have ever
found her way into the stockloft had she not been sent to the 1100km event from Finke on two occasions? She
had no other credentials, and may otherwise have been given to somebody else. Her two successes from the
marathon distance took away the guesswork. As one top fancier said to me, “When a hen did what she did, you
don’t have to worry about eyesign, wing theory and the other nonsense that goes with it.’ Doug Ince once said
to me “You should only send to the stockloft a pigeon which has something to give to the next generation.” The
Elliott hen wrote her own qualifications, but would have gone unnoticed unless given her chance in those two
marathon events. Then she passed those qualities through the generations.
Mention was made at the beginning of this article of that sensational SAHPA race from Temora, when sons of Lot
60 provided the 1st, 2nd and 3rd placegetters, an unimaginable sequence. Then in 1997 came John Pryor’s
remarkable effort to take 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the SAHPA from Coleambally, with three children of three brothers,
each carrying those famous Goodger genes. But there’s an extra couple of events not mentioned so far which
should allay the fears of anyone who thinks this family may be disappearing. In late 2003, a young blue bar cock
stormed home to win the SAHPA’s 820km Temora event for that year. It was no surprise to learn that the winning
bird carried the famous Goodger genes, through the constant use within its pedigree of the son of one of the most
famous Goodger stock hens in the history of the sport in South Australia.... although this famous stock hen had
never been anywhere near Allen Goodger’s loft. More about her next month. In Victoria just a few weeks later,
Michael Lucas clocked his magnificent blue pied hen late into the night from Barringun, 1000km. She had flown
for just nine minutes short of sixteen hours to become the only bird home in the VHA’s race on the day. She
carried the blood of the same stockhen used to create Brian Donovan’s Temora winner that year...with the
inclusion of Lot 60 just to add some spice. More about Lot 60 as well, next month. The following year (2004) saw
Stephen Kearsey win the VHA’s prestigious Produce race with a son of his champion Goodger cock. The cock
carries Allen Goodger’s famous Cook winner up close in his pedigree, and a couple of doses of the hen which
appears in Brian Donovan’s Temora winner, and Michael Lucas’ Barringun winner. It should be mentioned
that Stephen Kearsey’s cock had already produced the winner of the VHA’s 800km race from
Carrieton (800km). ‘Is this family still winning?’ you might ask. Perhaps this will help: In the recent
final championship race in Sun City’s famous race in South Africa, Shepparton fancier Tony Sofra’s
young entrant recorded a meritorious 49th position against birds sent from all over the world,
earning somewhere between $5-6,000 for her efforts. She comes from a line of ‘straight-Goodgers,’
and you may rest assured we’ll talk more of her in time to come. Yes , the family still win, in fact the story has
really only just begun.
This article was written with the assistance of a number of people who knew Allen and his pigeons well: Doris
Goodger, Jim Marafiote, Grant Paterson, Alan Thede , Dave Thomas, Bill Verco, and Bill Walford were erudite
providers of much of the information, and merit sincere appreciation. With every attempt being made to
provide accurate information about events which took place up to forty years ago, these people patiently
proof-read the article before production, and offered extra information, ideas and corrections. The
pedigree of the 2nd Oodnadatta hen 13716 is at variance to that reported in the March edition – simply
because we were subsequently able to check directly with Allen’s studbooks.


